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Not long ago these marginal com-
ments noted some errors of the sort
that creep into journalists' undying
pros€. As everyone knows, the errors
ãlways prove to be more undying than
the stuff that gets printed right. Now
comes a, let's say, staggering example
from the Associated Press's reporting
of a liquor election in Abilene, Texas'
Abilene has been called the wettest
dry town in Texas. Open liquor sales
have long been voted down there,
partly because of the influence of three
õhurõh-related cotleges-Abilene Chris-
tian University, Hardin'Simmons (Bap-
tist) and McMurray (Methodist). Other
liouor sales. of course, have boomed,
through easy-to-join "private clubs,"
and because a couple of enterprising
saloon operators carved out a separate
municipality called "Impact" as a wet
oasis in that otherwise dry world.
Still, the wet forces wanted broader
privileges, so the matter was put up for
yet anóttrer vote-and sure enough, the
wets won, bY two fingers! But where
the colossal error comes in is that the
AP reported that the "Church of Christ
area" near ACU approved drinking by
85 percent. And of only slightly less
shock value was their report that the
Baptists voted wet bY 2 to 1.
Well, friends' You can imagine how
that bit of news startled the sleep from
the eyes of Church of Christ folks who
stumbled out to their curbs the next
morning and opened their newspapers'
Irate supporters of the colleges began
to call. Some church bulletins picked
up the story. President John Stevens
immediately mailed out a form letter
pointing out the obvious: it was all a
mistake.
Actually, the figures had been re-
versed. It was 85 percent against in
the ACU area, and 2 to 1 against among
the Baptists-a fact which will never
make as manY church bulletins and
newspapers as the original report-
Tñe wonder of the whole flaP is
how an AP reporter could live in Abi-
lene and report that CofC folks would
vote that heavily in favor of going pub-
lic with it all. It's like another report
from out in West Texas which we
might as well correct right now' Th.e
weãther has been dry, all right. But it
is not true that the Church of Christ
has begun sprinkling instead of im'
nrersing; and the Methodists are notjust giving rain-checks. g
The lnner Crty : An Opportunily
for Min¡stry qnd Coopercrlion
FROM THE EDITOR
All Walter Short has going against him is fac-
tiousness among Restoration churches, big govern-
ment's insensitive ideas about how to restore the
inner city, and suburbia's lack of interest in the
urban poor.
Otherwise, the wiry 45-year-old's fight against
urban blight is assured of success. Of course, to
look at it this way requires the biblical sense of
success as working at the problem in the name of
Christ, not instant triumph.
Short has been tackling these problems in St.
Louis' infamous Pruitt,Igoe area since 1962. A
member of Central Church of Christ, he organizes
support and cooperation from Christian Churches
and other groups and individuals as well. His work
is therefore something of an ecumenical project.
Called the "Training Center for Service," the ef-
fort is a non-denominational, integrated, whole-life
ministry. It offers Bible study, 4-H Club work, rec-
reation, education, and vocational training to inner
city youth. Shclrt, a white, co-founded the project
along with black minister Charles Owens, who had
grown up in a fatherless welfare family in St. Louis.
Despite such seemingly positive goals, the center
has to struggle to maintain a high level of volunteer
help from various groups. Short recalls the Church
of Christ elder who charged, "We hear you have
Christian Churches and even a Baptist Church in
the program."
"Look," Short replied. "These kids need help
now. They can't wait until you get your differences
settled. Besides," he continued, "there's one way
to assure that the truth is taught. You can come
down and teach the classes yourselves." They de-
clined.
"The qualifying question asked of people who
want to help," says former Central church minister
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Harold Key, is 'oDo you really love Jesus and be-
lieve that he is what these people need?" That ques-
tion lifts the program above a merely humanist con-
cern. And the active voice ensures that it is r-rot just
one more "Unity Forum," which so often consists
of endless conversation but no action. "The vital
matter," says Key, "is not winning a religious de-
bate but cnlisting others in a Christ-centered min-
istry."
But sectarianism is not the only struggle. As
Short herds his battered van through the inner city
stteets, he tells of his head-on collisions with bureau-
crats as well. "The city was voting bonds for the
animals at the zoo but nothing for real people in
these areas," he laments. Then, when the inner
cities began to smolder, and in some cases explode,
expansive government projects were seized on by
some as the answer. In St. Louis, this approach to
urban problems resulted in the massive Pruitt-Igoe
Housing Project. Slums were bulldozed and in their
stead arose forty-three giant apartment buildings,
each eleven stories high-enough facilities to house
35,000 people.
But social planners had not reckoned with the
nature of the family units involved, nor with tìreir
sense of pride and dignity. "Pruitt-Igoe quickly be-
came a community of losers," Key recalls. It was a
jungle in which the weaker were victimized by the
stronger through brute force and cunning. Since
most families were composed of women and chil-
dren, they became prey for dominant older males.
The cavernous complex made Pruitt-Igoe a haven
for criminals of all sorts-muggers, rapists, dope
pushers, thieves, murderers and assorted felons who
were fleeing from crimes committed elsewhere."
And the lack of personal ownership brought the
usual problems of neglect.
BEFORE-The Training Center for Service tackles environmental
problems like this in St. Louis' inner city.
Conditions grew so bad in the teeming tenement
that the man-made cancer had to be excised. The
same wrecking equipment used to remove the old
slums now moved in to scrape the land clean of the
new blight. Pruitt-Igoe is no more. In its stead, new
approaches proposed to return ownership to the
tenants, and to require personal investment througl-t
low-interest loans.
But the impetus behind the new approach was no
more personal, no more community-centered than
the old, according to Short. Hence, he began to
work with a smaller, people-centered program-the
Jeff-Vander-Lou project-to be operated by those
who lived in the area. "That's when I learned poli-
tics," says Short. "People like tìre builders and the
developers were counting on Urban Renewal to
really clean up. So of course they opposed Lls."
Four years after the project was started, Walter
married Myrna McBrian, who had been commuting
from just across the state line, in lllinois, to teach a
Bible class in the slum area twice a week. They now
Iive in a high, narrow, three-level walk'up, itself in
need of renewal.
Together they threw themselves into teaching
Bible, crafts, and vocational courses. A film tech-
nician by trade, Walter taught kids how to operate
video tape and other equipment. For three years he
worked with a community school, "until the gov-
4
ernment poverty project found out how to take
it away from us." Myrna and others taugl'tt home-
making and nutrition. There was basketball, sum-
ing, and 4-H Club activities.
It was not the sort of place most "outsiders"
would pick to raise a family. Two drug dealers lived
around the corner. Once some thugs had a shoot-
out with shotguns in broad daylight. Short has a
photograph made from his upstairs witrdow, of
thieves stripping a stolen car. Conditions now are
vastly improved, and the Shorts have two boys-
David, eleven, a blach boy adopted when he was
three; and Danny, their natltral child, who is five,
'fhe Training Center stresses motivation and lead-
ership training. It has not only succeeded in turning
out youth who have gone on to make a success of
their lives. It has also been instrumental in helping
attract minority leaders back from the suburbs and
into a more livable inner city. The Jeff-Vander-Lou
project has emphasized the importance of quality
irousing, not just tetretnents destined to become in-
stant slums, in order to attract upwardly-mobile
black leadership. Þoud, a publication produced by
blacks for blacks, established offices in the area and
teaches journalism and printing. The Brown shoe
factory was persttaded to move in, with J-V-L help-
ing them find workers and train supervisors.
As the Shorts and others stuck it out, the pro-
gram began to attract attention. Short and his stu-
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dents were asked to make a film on arthritis, then
another on eye care for the University of Missouri.
Schools began to offer credit in social work and
other fields to students who worked temporarily
with the program. (Although the program rffas gen-
erally a success, Short admits that one student had
to leave after two days because of culture shock.)
The Center's orientation toward work-especially
service-oriented j obs-reflects Walter's early church
and theological background. He was born and raised
a Mennonite in Ohio. His early memories of what
the church should be and do are concerned with
ministry, especially in such works as the Mennonite
Disaster Service. He ran away from home when he
was seventeen, going to California where he learned
photography and film. In the early '50s he became
a member of the Church of Christ-"the non-clergy
branch," as he puts it, where there is more empha-
sis on each member as a minister.
Having returned to the Midwest, he settled in St.
Louis. Inspired to give himself more fuìly to the
ministry, he worked as a janitor from 1 to 8 a.m.,
then spent the day in the library. He studied Greek
under a Baptist preacher, and Hebrew under a Jew
at Washington University. "They were all Jews but
me," he recalls. "It took thirty or forty hours a
week for me to keep up." For over five years he
worked in the pharmacy department at St. Louis
University, with growing concern for the needs of
the inner city.
Now, with fatigue beginning to line his lean face,
Short describes the effects of his ministry. "In a lot
of ways we've just scratched the surface," he says.
Walking through the modern offices of J-V-L's ad-
ministrative facility, however, tangible changes are
clearly visible. Blacks and whites are seen working
together. Sixty housing units have been renovated
and sold. The project has another hundred on the
drawing board.
The Training Center itself has accounted for per-
haps a thousand students. They have been motivat-
ed to learn, and they have been taught specific job-
producing skills. One "graduate" is a senior pre-law
student at DePauw University. He still returns each
summer to work with ChaTles Owens at camp. An-
other former student is now district coordinator for
the local Aid to Victims of Crime, Inc. He holds a
B.S. degree in Sociology and Psychology. And a
third is studying for the ministry while holding ajob with the city street department.
In addition to its impact on individuals, the Cen-
ter has a ministry of presence in the community.
It has fought for the recognition of the priority of
people instead of programs. As Key puts it, the
Shorts and their co-workers exist as a force of
healing in a world of brokenness, resentment, and
despair, and as witnesses to outsiders who talk and
theorize and judge, but do not act. t
AFTER-Walter Short and son show a visitor the modern offices
of the Jeff-Vander-Lou community development program.
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What factors help or hinder missionaries as
they attempt to evangelize an a¡ea? Are some
factors more important than others? These
and other questions have long concerned both
missionaries and those who train them. Yet little
research has been done specifically to determine
just what factors are most important. As a
result, we often send poorly selected persons
into poorly thought-out locations, asking them
to do a job which we have defined in vague terms
and loaded with cultural biases.
Where should we start if we want to become
more effective in our mission efforts? One place
to begin-but a place often overlooked-is to
study the way people in an area organize and de'
velop their community. Some helpful information
in this area arises from the experience of the U.S.
Peace Corps. RecenUy I worked with Dr. John
Daley of the University of Texas at Arlington re-
searching the factors which the Peace Corps
found to help or hinder the community develop'
ment process. Some of this research might inform
our approach to missions.
Community development is defined by Lee Cary
(19?0) as "the organization of people in a local-
ity to deal themselves with problems and opportu-
nities close at hand that affect their lives and
patterns of living." In many vrays, the creation of
a nerv, indigenous local church fits this definition.
Like community development, evan gelistic efforts
concentrate most specifically on a process of
change which takes place in people's minds, rather
than on concrete tasks. An incremental philoso-
phy of social change, as opposed to a philosophy
Tom Winter is director of Christian Seruices of the South'
west, sponsored by the Northside Church of Christ in Dallas.
He høs the Master's in Social Worh, and has studied theology
at Princeton.
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ofcontest ot conlnc\ chafacterlzes þof,n rne
church and community development strategies.
Both community development and mission
efforts utilize an outside worker who puts local
people into contact with outside financial or
economic help, as well as technical expertise (in
the case of the missionary, his theological ex'
pertise). Hopefully, both attempt to develop neïv'
indigenous leadership. And the success of each
is evaluated by its lasting impact on the commun'
ity, measured by the continuity of the project
(church).
Our research was conducted in Ecuador during
the summer of 1976. It analyzed three clusters
of factors affecting Peace Corps programming-
characteristics of the community, of the volunteer,
and of the project itself. Findings in each of the
three clusters are relevant to missionary recruit-
ment, training, and site selection.
VOLUNTEE R/MISSIONARY FACTORS
Research into Peace Corps programming sug-
gests several change agent factors which a¡e critical
for lasting change. The volunteer's age was a
very important factor. In this study, older vol-
unteers appeared to be nrore suocessful than ex-
tremely young volunteers. \üork education and
work experience were rated very important by com-
munity respondents, suggesting that missionaries
should have specific training and experience in
missionary efforts. (The utilization of internships
could facilitate these prerequisites. The mis'
sionary/volunteer must live in the community for
lasting impact.)
A cluster of communication abilities were rated
very significani by respondents. Personal matur-
ity and cultural sensitivity a¡e critical factors. An
open, sharing personality and skills in communicat-
ing (not necessarily language skills) were very sig-
nificant. Frevious intercultural experience was seen
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by community members as very important also.
Sex and race of the Peace Corps volunteer were
viewed as somewhat significant, although the
meaning of this finding is hard to decipher. All
the volunteers who served were female, and all were
white. For the purposes of missions, one could
assume that, after taking into consideration idio-
syncratic cultural differences, the sex and/or race
of the missionary is not as critical as other factors.
Ecuadorian respondents felt the religion of the
volunteer was unimportant to the success of the
Peace Corps project. This suggests to us that
people in other cultures value our missionaries'
ability and willingness to touch their mundane lives
in a sensitive way more than our religious message.
This is not said to denigrate the role of the biblical
message. It does, however, strggest that if num-
bers of people or community response are impor-
tant to us, personability is more critical than
theological "correctness. "
PROJECT/M ISSION FACTO RS
As the above discussion shows, the success of
the project or mission is heavily influenced by the
leadership style projected. This applies not only to
the primary agent, but to whether the leadership
is transferable; the availability of a follow-up worker
was found to be important.
Within the community itself, respondents felt it
very important that diverse groups are drawn to.
gether by the project. This finding has serious nega-
tive connotations for our missionary efforts in
segregated societies, most of which perpetuate the
continuation of segregation. As the project/mis.
sion develops, it is very important that the people
propose organizational planning.
Also rated very important is the availability of
community resources. The missionary should
mobilize the resources of the developing church,
encouraging the application of those resources fo
projects determined by the local congregation.
Of lesser importance, but still meaningful, is the de-
velopment of new leadership in the (church) com-
munity and the tacit approval of existing commu.
nity leadership. The visibility of early changes
in the community also is somewhat important.
Only one extra-community factor was rated very
important: a cooperative attitude on the part of
the host government. Of moderate importance was
the presence of an indigenous co-worker, and the
availability of outside resources. It should be noted
that the indigenous co-worker is equally as impor-
tant as financial support from outside the com-
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munity-something we in the Churches of Christ
have frequently neglected.
COMMUNITY CHARACTE R ISTICS
The findings of this study give us little useful
information for site selection. Population sta-
bility is rated very important, as is previous exper-
ience with related projects. Apparently, prior
exposure to "foreigners" facilitates the acceptance
of additional outsiders.
IMPLICATIONS
On the basis of the Peace Corps'experience,
some suggestions for refinement of our missions
efforts are in order. First, recruitment of mis-
sionaries needs to be re-examined, They should
be selected with emphasis on their outgoing per-
sonalities, sensitivity to the host culture, and
willingness to become immersed in community
life. Previous intercultural experience, work
experience, and training specific to missionary 
,
tasks and goals have merit in the selection
process. A very important finding emphatically
affirms the position that mere theological "cor-
rectness" or expertise can never compensate
for poor interpersonal skills or cultural insensi-
tivity on the part of the missionary. Indeed, if
one must choose between a potential missionary
with rigid doctrinal positions or one who is cul-
turally sensitive, one should opt for the latter.
Missiona¡ies should live in the community and
adopt a lifestyle consistent with the majority of
those in the community. They should become
actively involved in projects unrelated to the
euangelistic effort, but supportive of community
development, if they wish to gain credibility,
By sharing in the educational and social life of the
community, missionaries should be able to maxi-
mize their impact on the community.
Communities should be selected, it appears,
based on the stability of the population and its
relative homogeneity, for the most visible im-..
pact. It must be noted, however, that commu-
nities with less homogeneity could well have the
most to gain from the biblical message that "there
is neither Jew nor Greek. . . ."
Missionary efforts need not end in disaster.
The utilization of these principles, and <¡thers
based on sound empirical research, can facilitate
our efforts to evangelize the world. Most impor-
tant, the application of such principles can re-
strain us from making tragic mistakes as we take
the gospel of Jesus Christ throughout the world.
t
'Sound'MeÍrns
Healthl¡, NotHard
By MICHAEL HALL
Words ought to add clarity to our thoughts and
not befuddle them. Yet, because words are elastic,
and because they accumulate diverse meanings over
the years, their connotations change. Because lan-
guage is in a state of flux, there is grave danger that
we might use biblical terms in ways that manifest
¿¿nbiblical meanings. And if our use of these words
and phrases is untrue to their original use by the
Holy Spirit, we will end up with untrue teachings.
Such is the case with the biblical phrase "sound
docttine." Much of what is announced and adver-
tized as "sound doctrine" ísn'L sound at all in the
biblical sense. Merely labelling a teaching "sound"
doesn't automatically make it sound. What, then,
is soundness?
The word "sound" is from the Greek hygianino,
from which "hygienic" and "hygiene" are derived.
Originally it was a medical term denoting "whole-
ness" or "being well" (See Luke 7:10). That which
is sound is that which ís healthy. It's a positiue
word that speaks of life, health, wholeness, integla-
tion. It's in contrast to that which is sick, infirm,
incomplete, and weak.
But there's been word corruption. While Webster
witnesses to the fact that "sound" first of all means
"healthy, robust, free from injury or disease, solid,
firm. . .," he also records that the word is presently
being used in another sense: that of beíngfree from
error or falacy; hard, seuere. But this latter definï
tion ís unbiblical. That was not how the word was
used in biblical times, nor in the biblical documents.
Consequently, to use the word "sound" with any
suggestion of hardness or severity undermines the
Holy Spirit's use of this positive medical term!
A frequent contributor úo Mission, Michael Hall is a
freelance turíter and compus mínister in Denton, Texos. He
also worhs with "The Upper Room," an ecumenical coffee
house in Denton.
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REFOCUSI NG'HEALTHY' TEACHING
The phrase "sound doctrine" is solely Pauline,
and appears only in the Pastoral Epistles (7 and 2
Timothy, Titus).* What is bhe significance of that
terminology? What kind of teaching is healthy and
wholesome?
Each time that phrase occurs, it is in the context
of describing a teaching that leads to a healthy life-
style, epitomized by "love out of a pure heart, a
good conscience and faith that is genuine" (1 Tim.
1:5-10). "Wholesome words" are equated with "the
words of Jesus," which is suggestive of the healing
and redemptive nature of his words. In contrast is
the lifestyle that is characterized by pride, argu-
rnentation, wrangling, covetousness, etc.-truly sick
and ungodly manner of life (1 Tim. 6:3-5).
The motif of "healthy words" is "faith and love"
(2 Tim. 1:13). To these we are to cling with resolu-
tion. They are "in Jesus Christ." That is, he is the
pattern or ideal of wholeness. In contrast are the
myths that allow men to remain with their defense
mechanisms. Their itching ears long to hear that
which will justify themselves in their neurotic be-
havior without challenging them to change. Their
sickness and repulsion from the healthy teaching is
manifested in their closed-mindedness (2 Tim.
4:3-4).
To give healthy teaching is to instruct people
concerning how to live godly; specifically, to be
serious minded, loving, steadfast, ìroly, not gossip-
pers; but discreet, sincere:
For the grace of God has dawned upon the world
with heuling for all mankind; and by it we are
disciplined to renounce godless ways and worldly
desires and to live a life of temperance, honesty
and godliness in the present age, looking forward
to the happy fulfillment of our hope. . ." (Titus
2:LL-L3, NEB).
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The significance of these passages is their empha-
sis uporr personality ltealtlt. Healtl'ry teaching pro-
duces healthy lives. Sicli teaching results in sick,
neurotic lives. "By their fruits yot-t shall know
thern." Disciples who are healthy are epitomized
by love, faith, and integrity. They are to be "robust
in faith, love, endurallce" (Tit. 2:2).
Ar-ry teaching that creates disbelief, auimosity,
dishonesty, argurnents, gossip, impatience, or in-
sincerity is not "sollnd teaching." Teaching which
arouses men solely by guilt-motivation, manipulat-
ing and cultivating fear-ridden states of mind, is not
"sound." It is unhealthy teaching, regardless of its
"accuracy. " "For God has not given us the spirit of
fear. ." Neither tyrannicai pulpit tactics uor
coercive power maneuvers of cl'rurch bosses are
"givell" by God. Instead, God has given us "the
spirit of love, strength and of a sound mind" (2
Tim. 1:7).
Want a pragrnatic test for spotting "unsound
teaching"? Observe the resultant fruits within the
lives of God's people. If there is fussing, quarrelling
and bickering; if there are power-struggles for lead-
ership, and the lack of joyful assurance about being
saved; you can be sure that there is a deficiency of
healthy teaching!
Sichness, then, is the antithesis of sound teach-
ing. The one who doesn't hold to healthy instruc-
tion in the words of Jesus,
. Is morbidly keen on mere verbal questions
and quibbles, which gives rise to jealousy, qlrar-
relling, slander, base suspicions and endless
wrangles; all typical of men who have let their
reasoning powers becorne atrophied and have Iost
grip of the truth (1 Tim. 6'.4-5, NEB).
Here are ungodly, diseased traits ("doting" in the
is lrealthy. It always resuìts in spiritual well-being
and wholeness. That's why even "true teaching"
can be unsonnd. If truth is presented iu an un-
Christ-like manr-ìer by a neurotic, grrilt-motivating
preacher, who sets a poor example, it can produce
a calìcerous-type growth and sickness instead of
genuine health.
ON BECOMING WHOLE PERSONS
The Pastorals were written to stimulate two men
who were to minister wholeness to the churches t<;
whom they were sent. These epistles were writtetr
somewhat as manuals for growing a church, and es-
pecially for keeping the disciple-community healthy
and well. Within them are the basic principles for
spiritual growth and the apostolic patteru for pre-
senting "sound doctrine. "
First, they were to highlight the message of
grace, for it is the "grace of God that brings heal-
ing" (Tit. 2:II). Paul submits himself as "Exhibit
A" of God's grace, demoustrating how a sick man
was changed into a specimen of health and vigor(1 Tim. 7:12-16). Observe how pivotal grace is
within these letters (Tit. 3:1-7; 1 Tim. 2:4-5). Grace
i¡ritiates the spiritual life, for it brings rettewal,
cleansing, spiritual acceptance, and the experience
of divine love. Witirout grace, there can only be
either unresolved guilt, repressed guilt, a hardened
conscience, or the pseudo-self-righteousness of legal-
isrn-which are all detrimental to spiritual whole-
ness. Grace is 1,he good-news message that God fully
accepts us in the wholeness of Jesus. Grace is the
divinely initiated process whereby we are made
more whole and special (a "peculiar people"), for
we are participants in tl"re grace-community (e.g.
"lit.2:71,-74).
Any teaching that creates disbelief, animosity,
dishonesty, arguments, gossip, impatience or insincerity ¡s not
'sound teaching.' lt is unhealthy teaching, regardless of its accuracy.
KJV means diseased). Idiosyncrasies that pinpoint
the unsound persor-r are these: he loves to quarrel
about the Scriptures; he's given to jealousy, arro-
gance, and pride; and he's constantly suspicious of
the motives of everybody else. What's wrong with
such a person? He is diseased in his inner self. He
neeCs sorne healthy teacl-ring abottt grace, forgive-
ness, liberty in Christ, the Spirit's indwelling, and
the Christian obligation of unconditional love.
"Sc¡und doctrine" then isn't prirnalily a phrase
that distinguishes between truth and error. It is not
accuracy tìrat determines "soundness" as much as
ít ís health. Healthy teaching is just that;that which
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Second, they were to nourish the believers with
tlre word (1 Tim. 4:5-7). While the Book is not our
Savior, it is spiritual food. By it, faith is created,
hope is gencrated, and growth is encouraged. Two
dangers here face the believer. One is the lack of
nourishment becanse of neglect of the word. The
other is the potential of being poisoned on error-
which is definitely counter-productive to health!
Errors that undermine the very foundational truths
of tirc Good News of Jesus are car-ìcerous. They
consume the soul as does gangrene (2 Tim. 2:1,6-17).
We must beware of the poison. There are attitudes
that need to be overhauled, diseased teachings that
need to be extricated, and daily manna that needs
to be consumed for our daily nourishment. We can-
not grow or experience a robust sense of wholeness
unless we feed upon the word; hence the rationale
lor the strol'ìg emphasis on the word in the Pastorals.
Third, these letters were to exhort the believers
to exercise themselves. It was to be an exercise into
godliness by the means of doing good works (1
Tim. 4:7-8). Compare some of the good-works pas-
sages: "Be careful to maintain good works"......"L€t
our people also learn to maintain good works.
that they be not unfruitful" (Tit. 3:8, 14;2:74).
Timothy was to "be vigorous (energetic) in the
state of grace" which entailed serious self-discipline
after the likeness of the endurance and "hardness"
experienced in the military (2 Tim. 2:1-, 3-5)! After
all, health is evidenced by aliveness and the dynamic
of energy. Slothful and slack Christians need to get
out of their spiritual blahs, inertia, indecisiveness,
detachment and "endure hardness as a soldier of
Jesus Christ." Those who merely have a "form of
godliness" but reject (deny) the power of it are
characterized by their ego-centric lifestyle and lack
of self-discipline (2 Tim. 3:1-4, 5). There is cer-
tainly no easy believism or the lack of serious dis-
cipleship in these letters!
Fourth, they were to encourage healthy forms
of behavior. It is a basic principle of psychology
and sociology that a sick environment (culture, life-
style) tcnds to produce sick people. Behaving in an
ungodly way in our relationships and responsibility
will beget illness. Without doubt this is the reason
these letters underscore the importance of godly
relationships (1 Tim. 5) and lifestyle (Tit. 2). The
Pastorals were explicitly written to inform believ-
ers concerning how we ought to "behave" as mem-
bers of God's family (1 Tim. 3:14).
how to detach himself from the cares of the world
and from the pseudo-value system of materialism,
and yet how to invade the world with the Christian
message. He knowsto "fightthe good fightof faith,
to lay hold on eternal life" (1 Tim. 6:12).
Sixth, they were to fortify the believers to be
realistic about the spiritual conflict raging about
them. The underlying assumption was that it's a
tough world out there, alienated from God, and
it isn't sympathetic to his designs. "Evil men and
seducers shall wax worse aud worse, deceiving and
being deceived" (2 Tim. 3:13). Consequently, per-
secution is to be considered the norm (2 Tim. 3:72).
The arena of the world is no fairytale land where
everybody "lives happily ever after."
Apparently Timothy had some difficulty because
of his insecurities, fears, and timidity. Paul assured
him that "God has not given us the spirit of timid-
ity (cringing), llut of power, love, and a sound
mind." The mature, whole persotl isn't the one wllo
is free from all frustrations, conflicts, and difficul-
ties. He is rather the one who has a high level of
frustration-tolerance. He has learned how to cope
with anger, defeat, rejection, opposition. Terror has
lost its paralyzing force, and the unrealistic expec-
tations of an easygoing life dissipate with his growth
into Christian realism.
SOUNDNESS IN THE CHURCHES
Jesus invaded this planet to make us healthy.
Accompanying that underlying principle is the Paul-
ine fact that "soundness" is a positive concept
which speaks of vitality, aliveness and celebration.
It is a new life, not a new law, that Jesus brought.
The soundness of our teaching then is more deter-
mined by its healthiness than its accuracy. Surely,
Jesus invaded this planet to make us healthy.
'Soundness' is a positive concept which speaks of vital¡ty,
aliveness, and celebration. lt is a new life, not a new law.
Fifth, the Pastorals were to persuade the disci-
ples to attain serenity of soul. In contrast to the
sick person (1 Tim. 6:3-5), the healthy person
learns contentment (6:6-10). He knows how to
take it easy from the grasping, clutching, hoard-
ing, worrying, lifestyle of the unbeliever. He real-
izes that this isn't conducive to wholeness. Covet-
ousness threatens our peace of mind, upsets our
value system, and frustrates our relationship with
Jesus. By coveting, we put ourselves in the danger
of erring from the faith (from our trust in God)
and threaten to pierce ourselves through with many
sorrows (1 Tim. 6:10). The whole person knows
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all healthy teaching will be accurate (true). Inac-
curate teaching is not healthy; but neither is accur-
ate teaching always healthy. Preachers have been
known to present it in a wrong spirit (argumenta-
tively, in bitterness, out of legalism). It has been
accompanied by the wrong example (unresolved
guilt, inner conflict, immorality), which nonverb-
ally communicates unhealthy teaching.
One brother in a country church who always
prayed for the "sick ln the congregation" got
tongue-tied one day and asked God to "bless all
those who are sick of this congregation!" Well,
churches do get sich and behave in neurotic and
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unhealthy ways. That's why Paul commissioned
both Timothy and Titus to minister wholeness to
the churches at Ephesus and Crete, that there might
be "soundness" among the people. We need "sound
teaching" in the churches-but that has nothing at
all to do with the severity or hardness of the mes-
sage! We've had too much of that kind of teaching.
Legalism has already run rampant enough and de-
stroyed enough lives. It's time to return to the
Good News of the grace of God that brings healing
and wholeness. It's time that our preachers become
"sound" (healthy) in the sense that they drop the
guilt-motivation type of preaching and allow men
and women to have the lìberty in Jesus to grow
and become responsible.
It's time for elders to become "sound" (healthy)
enough in the faith to allow leadership to be by
personal example and loving instruction, instead of
by coercion and manipulation. It is not healthy
when elders are so possessive and domineering of a
local fellowship that they hold threats of "disfel-
lowship" and expulsion over the heads of people
who read publications which do not have the elders'
stamp of approval. It is not healthy when leaders
are afraid for people to think, read, study, and
learn! It is not healthy when our membership be-
comes unconsciously closed to the people really
hurting and in need of healing in our society-the
alcoholics, drug-addicts, drop-outs, convicts, etc. It
is not healthy when our churches become closed
to being truly integrated with those of other races
and those of lower social standing. It is inimical to
the Christian ethic and message when our churches
become solely middle-class, white, Anglo-Saxon
groups.
Surely there is a need for "soundness" among
us! But crucial to the issue of soundness is the all-
important issue of 'vrr'hat "soundness" really meant
to the Bible writers. Too often the terms "liberal"
and "conservative" get in the way of this under-
standing and cause polarization. My suggestion is
that we drop this emotionally laden and ambiguous
terminology, and translate "sound" into the con-
temporary English idea of "healthy." For as long
as we have this subtle and often unconscious sense
that there's some hint of "severity or hardness" in-
corporated in the idea of "sound," we'll never seri-
ously consider the Holy Spirit's concern about
health and wholeness.
to There are only six "sound doctrine" passages-1 Timothy
1:10, 6:3;2 Timothy 1:13,4:3; Titus 1:9-13,2:1-8.
PLEASE BE PATIENT. . .
as we try to untangle a colossal bookkeeping and
subscription snarl. Some of you have not been
receiving your journal regularly. Others have been
billed when in fact you have paid. Now's an ex-
cellent time to prove you're a grace-oriented people.
Laluana Burgess, a longtime supporter of Mission,
has been employed to help us tidy up our records.
With your understanding and the help of God and
LaJuana, we'll get it r¡ght yet.
PLEASE HELP US.. .
by notifying us at least three weeks before you
move or otherwise change your address. lf you
don't, we have to pay the postman a fee that's more
like a fine, for returning your mis-addressed maga-
zine. Anyway-our subscribers are a close-knit
family of folk; so let us be the first to know if you
move.
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Motrffil$u I have often viewed with confusion Paul's dis-
cussion of the strong and the weak in Romans 14
and 15:
Accept him whose faith is weak, without passingjudgment on disputable matters. One man's faith
allows him to eat everything, but another man,
whose faith is weak, eats only vegetables. The
man who eats everything must not look down
on him who does not. And tlp man who does
not eat everything must not condemn the man
who does, for God has accepted him.
W" *fto are strong ought to bear with the failing
of the weak, and not to please ourselves. Each of
us should please his neighbor for his good, to
build him up.
Romans L4:L-4;15:1-3
Strong and weak-what does that mean? Who
a¡e the strong? Who are the weak? I have wondered
in which camp I was included. I saw my o$'n religi-
ous fervor as a source of strength, but it clashed-
sometimes violently-with older Christians irvho
were known for their strong faith.'Who was to
"give in" to the othet's weakness to fulfill Paul's
suggestions?
I still don't have all the answers to my questions,
but I've come closer to understanding the dilemma
through resea^rch done by a former Haward pro-
fessor now teaching at Emory University. James W.
Fowler III, relying on the gtoundwork of Eriksen,
Piaget, and Kohlberg,* describes a six-stage devel-
opmental view of faith that I find intriguing. His
work forms the basis of this a¡ticle.
WHAT IS FAITH?
First, we must decide what faith is. \ühat did
Paul mean when he defined faith as "the substance
of things hoped for"? In a whole sense, faith is a
dynamic, a verb. Yet in English usage it is a noun.
Hence, we usually understand faith as a set of be-
liefs (e.g., "To what faith do you belong?"), or as
an attitude toward those beliefs (e.g., "Keep the
faith"). Perhaps the dynamic aspect can be grasped
in H. Richard Niebuhr's definition of faith as "a
posture, a disposition toward one's experience of
life that is deeply affected by what or whom one
trusts most deeply and whom one loves most."
Wilfred Can,twell Smith views faith as "a quality
Fc¡ffih*
ffitr*d (Port lll
&rmwrth
By REID C. LANCASTER
of the person." tt is the way our personalities are
oriented to the self, the neighbor, and the universe.
llcitl (: l,rntr:qslt'r is ¿r n¡uris/r'r ol't'dttcntir>n i¡t It is, therefore, a úotol response,tta way of seeing
.,Ibilene, 7ì,.rr¡s. ilis l'ìrsl arti<:lc (Jurrc issuc)in tltís what everyone sees and of handlingwhateveryone
Ituo-¡tort seiics rro¡¿r'r:nLrulecl t¡tt tlte utctrli <tl l,otu- handles (with) a capacity to live at a more than
rertce líoÌtlberg. mundane level: to see, to feel, to act, in terms of a
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transcendent dimension." In other words' faith is a
way of knowing, a way of construing, a way of in'
terpreting one's experience in relatedness to deity.
This alternative definition views faith as a com'
plex quality of life. It is clearly not entirely cog'
nitive, but it is not entirely affective, as I once
thought of it. ln fact, faith is an intertwining of
both cognition and affection that gives each person
one's own determinant character. Fowler believes
that faith underlies both consciousness and volitiotl
rather than resulting from them. This cognitive/
affective quality makes faith, then, inaccessible for
direct analysis and control. Fowler says that a true
affection lies at such a depth in personal existence
that it is inaccessible to volition. "It endows the
will with its specific tone and energy." Thus we
must perceive of faith as cognition and affection so
tightly bound together that they cannot be broken
and measured separately.
With faith thus defined, we can recognize it as a
relational quãlity experienced in tri'polar and bË
polar arrangements. The tri'polar arrangement,
Fowler says, involves the relationship of the indi-
vidual to both the transceudent and the world' This
he calls the external view of faith, because it man-
ifests itself outwardly in life' The essential nature
of this kind of faith can be easily appreciated by
imagining it removed. Visualize faith/essness as the
absence of personal trust; when treaties and con'
tracts are not morally binding;when any excellence
of being is vanished. That's a discouraging picture
of life, but it is a good description of a world with-
out faith. The individual, then, exerts faith in man
as he exerts faith in God. We can go further to say
that the individual's faith in man (his desire for jus-
tice) is determined by his faith in God (his desire
for excellence).
The internal or bi-polar view of faith deals with
the relatedness of the individual and the transcen-
dent. It is in this area where Fowler has focused his
current empirical research. His studies deal with
the form and the shape of faith in God. His view is
one of faith-knowing rather than faith as being or
as doing, although being and doing depend on faith'
knowing. Fowler's re¡,earch has uncovered a struc'
ture of developmental stages, or "holds," which
give us a handle on this complex phenomenon of
faith.
DEVELOPMENTAL VIEW OF FAITH
Fowler's research began in June, 1975, and there'
fore has not gained the acclaim and credibility that
only time can give; but thus far he has opened
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some doors worth looking into' He proposes six
sequential, hierarchical, invariant stages, or holds.
These stages are roughly parallel, at least in the
higher stages, to Kohlberg's moral stages (June
issue, p. 18). (The two are acquaintances, and have
studied each other's work')
As in ìKohlberg's theory, movement through
Fowler's stages occu{s when a significant crisis pro-
duces a disequilibrium within one's life. The dis'
equilibrium, caused by the now inadequate reason-
ing of the original stage, is usually resolved by
accepting the position of the next higher stage. If
one is not challenged toward stage movement, or if
too much time is spent at that position, one may
become fixed at a lower stage of faith.
I must reiterate here that Fowler's work is in
f.aith-hnowing, not doing. He deals with the struc'
ture and form of one's faith'knowing and not with
the way that faith'knowing manifests itself. People
in the same stage may appropriate their faith in
very diverse ways. However, Fowler has seen some
correlation between the stages and the possibility
of accepting particular beliefs, ritual practices, and
social-ethical stances.
The accompanying chart shows my paraphrase
of Fowler's stages. I've included Kohlberg's stages
not for comparison/contrast but as a point of refer-
ence. Moral development and faith development
are not parallel. One does not necessarily pass
through each set of stages uniformly. Both are in-
dependent of each other, but one's cognitive devel-
opment has great bearing on both these cognitive/
affective frameworks.
EXAMINING EACH STAGE
In stages 0, 1, and 2, Fowler draws heavily on
the works of Piaget and Eriksen. Stage 1, which
parallels Piaget's pre-operational stage, is usually in-
habited by pre-school to first or second graders.
The child's own meanings are injected into difficult
abstract statements,
At stage 2, one's relationship with God is thought
of in reciprocal ways. The individual delights in
many "deals" with God. Fowler has found many
American adults at this stage.
At stage 3, the individual begins to be aware of
various authorities: parents, teachers, elders, police,
store managers, etc. Tensions arise when these au-
thorities conflict. To resolve the tensions' one com-
partmentalizes the authorities into areas of author'
ity (when at school, do what the teacher says;
when you're with Dad, do what he says). Or, one
(Continued on Page 15)
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PARAPHRASE OF FOWLER'S FAITH STAGES
AND KOHLBERG'S MORAL STAGES
Cg!
o
FOWLER
}-Undil'ferenlialed-Here the infant begins
to trust or to mistrust certain objects and in.
dividuals, though it is a pre-conceptual, pre-
linguistic disposition.
1-Inluitiue/Projectiue-There is still no need
to differentiate between the real and unreal,
but in an attempt to make sense of symbolic
representations the child projects its own
meanings into symbols, using its own imagin-
ative intuition. Knowing and feeling are
fused, with the affective still dominant.
2-Mythic/Literal-The person begins to dif.
ferentiate between fact and fantasy. Mythic
forms are substituted for the magical think-
ing.of stage 1-, and concepts and symbols are
seen as concrete and literal. God is viewed as
reciprocal: "If I do what God wants, he will
do what I want."
S-Sy n thetic/Conuentional-At this stage the
individual's experiences have broadened, and
a synthesis of these varied experiences is re-
quired. One area of this needed synthesis is
the need to choose and evaluate the varied
authorities in one's life. When these authori-
ties clash, a synthesis must result. The reso-
lution is either by hierarchical subordination
or by compartmentalization.
4-Indiuiduating/ Reflec Liue-This stage fol-
lows a failure to synthesize at stage 3; appeal
to an authority on the basis of hierarchical
subordination or by compartmentalization is
not adequate. Therefore, it is left to the in-
dividual to choose his authority. The strategy
of this stage is tension reduction of various
polarities: individual/community, relative/
absolute, self-fulfillment/service to others,
feelingi thinking.
5- Po lar / D iale c I ic al 
-Reducing the polar ten-
sions does not suffice, and a sense of balance
is desired. Balance comes through a willing
affirmation of the beliefs, rituals, and sym-
bols of the community (which caused the
tension in stage 4) while "seeing through"
them. One is aware of the relativity, variabil-
ity, time-boundedness of the tradition, yet
values it as a way to "see through" to the
universal.
6-Uniuersalizing-Fowler describes this stage
as inhabited by the spiritual geniuses whose
integration of life in faith evidences partici-
pation in the ultimate.
KOHLBERG
O*Pre-conceptual-A child begins, of course,
with a disposition of life that precedes any
ability to make moral decisions.
1 
-Pu níshme n t/ o bed ience orien ta t ion-All at-
tempts are made to avoid punishment due to
the awesome power of the reigning author-
ity; not a respect for authority, but a native,
selfish co¡rcern for one's self.
2-l ns tru me n tal- re Ia t iu is t o r ie n ta t ion-Right-
ness is what instrumentally satisfies one,s
own needs, and sometimes another's needs
if that pteases one; a "be good to me and I'll
be good to you" attitude void of any loyalty,
gratitude, or justice.
S-Gr¡od boy/nice girl orientation-One wins
approval by being nice. Behavior is deter-
mined by an attitude of conformity.
4-Law and order orienlation-Authority,
fixed rules and the maintenance of social
order is the norm. Duty and respect for that
structure is seen as good.
5-S o c ia I con t¡'ac t / le galis t ic or ie n tation-Mor-
als are determined by respect for individual
rights that are democratically agreed upon.
Each contract is guarded, but one is open to
changing the contract when agreed upon
again.
6-Uniuersal/elhical principle orientation-
The individual's morals are self-chosen stand-
ards of universality and consistency. These
are principles for behavior and are therefore
abstractions regarding universal justice, equal.
ity of human rights, and respect for the dig-
nity of human beings.
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may form some hierarchical chain of command;
(God is over Jesus, Jesus is over Dad, Dad's over
Morn, Mom's over child),
Building hierarchical framewori<s gets very com-
plex and one might become so frustrated as to de-
sire a better operating procedure. Stage 4 allows
the individual to make his own decisions about
authority. One might, at this stage, declare, "I will
serve God, and God alone." Tired of trying to syn'
thesize the inconsistencies of a loosely organized
religious heritage, the individual might join another
religious group with more clear-cut policies. Fowler
has found that persons at this stage tend to reject
institutional religion and participate in exotic or
novel traditions.
Trying to resolvè all the polar tensions becomes
inadequate for some, and movement to stage 5,
faith-knowing, is required. Here polarities cause less
tension, as the individual begins to see beyond the
beliefs, rituals, and symbols to a higher level of
faith-knowing. One becomes a'úrare of the relativity
of tradition and culture and "sees through" it to
the universal which the tradition mediates. At this
stage one is usually involved in a reinterpretation
and reappropriatiou of one's past and of significant
others that have influenced one's faith development.
Stage 6 is inhabited by those rare persons who
seem to have integ¡ated life in faith at the ultimate
level. These spiritual geniuses share in fellowship
with all persons at any other stage and from any
other tradition without condescension. Fowler says
that their love for God and their communion with
him seems unselfconsciously and fully integrated
into a life of activity and practical concern "for the
kingdom of God."
IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATION
Researcher Margaret Gorman recently reported
on a survey among seventeen-year-olds in Boston.
She interviewed fifty boys and girls from both pub'
Iic and parochial schools. Gorman found that the
students were mainly at stage 3 in both Kohlberg's
moral stages and Fowler's faith stages (the mean
moralscore being 3.2 and the mean faith score 3'4).
Two interesting findings appeared in Gorman's re-
search: faith and moral scores in parochial schools
were not significantly higher; and church attend-
ance made no significant difference in scores. What
seemed to be correlated to high scorers for this re-
searcher was sensitivity to life issues as a result of
some important event, and having middle-class
(rather than lower class) parents.
It seems to me one of the best uses for Fowler's
work is for one's own self-evaluation. We need
some guage by which we can see where we are and
where we aren't, in order to grow ancl become. In
some cases the simple awareness thaL there is some-
thing better can help some to climb a stage. Tech-
nology has now given us a ruler by which to mea-
sure our spiritual pilgrimages.
WARNING: USE WITH INTEGRITY
Fowler rvvarns many times in his writing against
the use of these stages as a labeling device. This re-
search presented unwisely to a church could create
a class-structured mentality that would wound
rather than heal.
Each stage has its own integrity. People in all
stages are capable of exhibiting equal religious fer-
vor and zeal. Once more, Fowler's work is a mea'
sure of faith-knowing, not doing.
Fowler's and Kohlberg's works have opened new
doors in our search for ourselves, but research has
only just begun. Both psychologists have published
very few written works and many opponents have
challenged their findings. Their work emphasizes
the task of professional education ministers: to stay
abreast of educational psychology and make appli
cation of methodology and philosophy as God's
revelation of human nature is unveiled. t
xsee Kohlberg's theory in Part I of this series, in the June
issue of Mission.
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"The great cannot subs¡st without the small, nor the small without
the great. There is a kind of mixture in all things, and thence
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arises mutual advantage."
- 
1 Clement 37
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'Here's Life':
APost-Mortem
By MONT W. SMITH
Atlanta, Indianapolis, Los Angeles, Calgary, and
others shared in the urban evangelism program en-
titled, "Here's Life, America." The many auto
stickers advertising "I Fonnd It" were part of the
same program.
Planned by the founder of Campus Crusade, Bill
Bright, the program was supported by evangelical
churches of the "faith only" type, and rñ/as con-
ducted on a rather grand scale. The total package
involved radio and television spots, a central tele-
phone exchange, and heavy follow-up by local con-
gregations. Those churches which agreed to cooper-
ate r¡i'ere asked to enlist and train large numbers of
members for a variety of services, mostly telephone
interviews and making house calls.
Atlanta was the locale of the pilot program.
Apparent success there encouraged the planners to
duplicate the program nationally. Reports follow-
ing the initial efforts were glowing. Bill Bright
wrote, "The gteatest spiritual harvest in the history
of the church. . . 100 times, yes, 1,000 times greater
than anything I have ever seen or read about in the
almost 2,000 year history of the church."
Hopes ran l-righ that, at last, a mass media, cul-
turally relevant model of evangelism had been de-
veloped. Bright and his staff postulated that the
Great Commission would be fulfilled in America
"by the end of the year'."
GROWTH NOT PRODUCED
Win Arn, president of the Institute of American
Church Growth, publislied an astounding report on
some results of the "Here's Life, America" program(hereafter called HLA). His carefully derived con-
clusion was that if church growth had been the aim
of the program, the effort failed. Arn concluded
that there was "no substantial relationship" be-
tween HLA and the growth of the church!
Reprinted from Christian Standard, O 1978. The Standard
Publishing Company, Cincinnati. Ohio. Used by permission.
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Arn correctly held that counting "decisions"
based upon a telephoned response to the "four
spiritual laws" as conversion was not biblical. Influ-
enced by Donald McGavran, authority on church
growth, Arn based his evaluation of the program
upon dlscþles made, and the cordial relationship
of those disciples with a specific local congregation.
Some evangelicals, in their haste to find common
gtound for cooperation, may misdefine not only
disciple but also euangelism, conuersion, andchurch.
When these concepts are defined biblically, and this
evangelistic model is evaluated on a biblical basis,
we also must conclude that HLA has been a failure.
Unless a convert is incorporated into a church fel-
lowship, becomes part of the body of Christ, and
continues to grow in grace, he cannot be counted
as a disciple of Christ.
THE DATA ITSELF
hT Indianapolis, for instance, the West Morris
Street Free Methodist Church alone reported 6,000
phone calls made and 362 "decisions." Of those,
less than 20 continued in any kind of Bible study,
and none were members of the church five months
later.
The Hope Church of Indianapolis reportedT,200
calls made by their members. This resulted in the
response of 525 people who prayed to "receive
Christ." Of those only 20 were members five
months later. Of the 20, 15 had been members of a
church previous to this "conversion." Only 5
should have been counted as additions by conver-
sion. The other l-5 should have been carried as
"transfers" and as having been further "edified" in
tl're Lord.
In Canada, the South Calgary Community Church
made over 2,300 phone calls in follow-up of the
names assigned to them by the telephone excl:ange.
The "four spiritual laws" were presented to 397 of
thern. Of these, 100 made the expected "decision."
Only 1 came to a Bible study. None joined the
church. Three months later, the church tried again
to interest the 100 who had responded by phone in
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the initial program. The second follow-up effort
produced 3 visitors to one morning service and no
additions to the membership of the church.
In Edmonton, $70,000 was spent on the Here's
Life, Canada, experiment. A total of 1,700 mem-
bers from 63 congregations participated in the area-
wide campaign. About 1,000 "clecisions" were ob-
tained. After the first 10 churches were examined,
and each reported no additions to membership, Arn
abandoned the data retrieval survey.
Several Christian Churches in the Los Angeles
and Phoenix area participated in the program. None
reported significant growth as a result. Several
Christian Churches or Churches of Christ in the
Phoenix area, when attempting to deviate from the
pattern or doctrine of the program, were expelled
by the program authorities. One Christian Church
in Orange County near Los Angeles, not only failed
to obtain any significant number of new members
but experienced tension in the church when the
alien theology seemed to gain a foothold in many
Sunday School classes. A Bakersfield Christian
Church also participated in their regional program
and received names of all respondents living in their
section of the city. The church reported no signifi-
cant change in either membership or attendance as
a result, even though the prospects were systemati-
cally cultivated.
Arn reported that, although all of his data gather-
ing questionnaires have not been returned as yet,
Iess than 53 percent of those answering indicated
their desire to participate in any such program
again.
INTERPRETATION
We evangelicals who are not of the Geneva tradi-
tion and who did not participate in the above ex-
periment may gain something from their efforts.
trained in several vital aspects of mass evangelism.
That training can be put to use later.
Second, the very failure of the program, when
viewed as "feedback" for reprogramming, can work
together for good for those devoted to Christ's pur-
poses. We know more of what will noú work than
we did before this program was attempted. We
know that the "four spiritual lqws," when paired
with contacts obtained by media, does not tend to
prodnce new disciples who unite with local churches.
Third, we see in this program an example of
what McGavran calls the "universal fog" in evangel-
istic reporting practices. The use of undefined terms
is an example of what produces "fog." The con-
tinued use of the word "decision" (never so used
in Scripture) contribr"rtes to additional fog. Deci-
sions obtained over the phone after presentation of
the four laws may have meanings that range from,
"I think that Jesus is OK," to "I do accept the eter-
nal insurance policy you offer freely," to "I am so
proud of you people who really believe something
alrd are so energetic in expressiug it," to "Yes, I
have come to a place where I will incleed give my
entire life to Christ." I doubt that the average
church member knows what decision was actually
made. Obviously, the overwhelming number were
not what could be classified as helping bring about
"new birth."
The kind of fog-making exhibited in the adver-
tisement of this effort ought to be avoided in the
future. Had a data retrieval system been used in
connection with the pilot programs, wasteful dupli-
cation of effort could have been avoided. Such con-
tinued reports of successes without hard data, cause
some to suggest that there was a hiddetì purpose-
the gathering of support and recognition for the
financially needy empire of the program originators.
Fourth, this failure should caution churches and
I suspect that the growth of evangelical churches
reflects a substantial shift in church population, rather than growth
by 'primary conversion.' Members of tradition-bound and static
churches are realign¡ng with more informal congregations.
Firsf, we must rejoice that someone had courage
and vision enough to try such a program. We must
not rejoice that they failed. Innovation in method-
ology and experimentation in "means" is very com-
mendable. Their enthusiasm for victory for Christ
is refreshing. The participating churches gave a po-
tentially helpful method their best. Any failure of
the program was not assigrrable to incompetence or
lethargy on the part of the church participants.
That fact, at least, removes a very significant vari-
able from the evaluative instrument. In addition,
many members of the cooperating churches were
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their leaders who may have looked longingly at the
alleged success figures of evangelical congregations.
That there is a current "people's movement" into
evangelical-type churches cannot be denied. I sus-
pect that the growth of these churches reflects a
substantial shift in church populatiotr, rather than
growth by "primary conversion."* Members of tra-
dition-bound and static churches are realigning with
more informal and more evangelistic congtegations.
If the Indianapolis statistics can be generalized, the
HLA program must be called a nurture and not an
eu ange list ic type program.
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Some church leaders have been impressed by
evangelical growth patterns and have assumed that
"reductionist theology" lryas the cause. The failure
of HLA should contradict that assumption. The
"four spiritual la',vs" are not laws-spiritual or bib-
lical-and they are not effective in many cases.
They may well be counterproductive.
If a prospect who gives a reply sufficient to qual'
ify him as making a "decision" is misled into be'
lieving that such put him "in Christ," the entire
procedure is dangerous. It may prevent the listener
Distressed at the possible comparison, the traveler
ventured, "He must have been very accurate with
the bow."
"Oh, no," was the retort of the farmer.
"I don't see how you can deny it," argtred the
traveler,
"\ilell, you see, that fellow comes out here to
practice. He paid me to let him shoot into the side
of the barn. He couldn't hit the bales of straw all
the others shot at. So, he shoots his arrows at the
side of the barn. Some actually hit it, Then this fel-
l!' i ¡ri'iis¡:,r't;i wlrti r;lvts it ii.'ply suffici+:rit
ti-r t.¡ttAlifV I'r"t at tttitktncl;l','lr"r,i1;¡ql'l'ts,rlisled i¡ltO þelir':vitt'.¡
that lrrr;ll r¡ut hinl'irr L'lr¡'ist.'Itr¡: nnf¡re r¡rocedure is darrgt:ror.rs.
from hearing, knowing, or perhaps seeking the spir-
itual conversion model used in the book of Acts. It
was the rejection of the "four spiritual laws" model
of conversion that led to the expulsion of the con-
gregation in Phoenix.
Since the "four spiritual laws" presentation has
been identified as a failure in the HLA experiment,
its actual effectiveness on the campus ought to be
determined. Even if a five minute presentation of
gospel facts with a prayer as response could be con-
sidered a conversion, the model remains deeply
deficient.
Too many "converts" are not led to association
with or active promotion of a local congregation. It
is ironic that many churches finance a program of
gospel presentation that denigrates the local church.
Only when powerful and direct congegational pro-
motion has been paired with the "spiritual laws"
model has significant growth occurred, as with Van
Nuys Baptist or Coral Ridge Presbyterian.
"Faith only"theology is simply not biblical. The
cultural relevance exhibited by those churches
(which is the basic source of their growth) is avail-
able to all congregations without the added burden
of four "laws."
Fifth, we must gain from this experiment a kind
of right-headedness about evaluation itself. We must
not use our mental abilities to justify effort, but
to evaluate it.
THE BARN AND TARGET CASE
An archer traveling through a rural area passed
a large barn. He was impressed with evidence of
astounding accuracy with a bow and arrow. There
were seven or eight targets painted on the side of
the barn with arrows dead in the center of each.
The traveler stopped to ask the farmer who the re-
markable marksman might have been. The farmer
replied that the village idiot had shot them all there.
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Iow gets a ladder and some paint and draws targets
around every arrow. It makes him feel good," ex-
plained the farmer patiently.
The goal of HLA changed from "evangelize
America in one year" to "train many people for
evangelism." That people ought to be trained is ad-
mitted and beneficial. That such training justified
the massive cost and effort of the HLA program is
not conceded. Such shift in effort of the HLA pro-
gram is not conceded. Such shift in goals is shooting
the arrow and then drawing the target.
The church must define its goals. It must be will-
ing to be evaluated upon the achievement of those
stated goals. If the discipling of pagans and their in-
corporation into local churches is the goal of evan-
gelism, then measurement of church growth is
essential.
It is scant contribution to methodology to an-
nounce the goal of HLA as evangelism at the outset
and then evaluate it upon how many church mem-
bers got involved in some way! Since the glowth of
the church means the shrinking of the pagan re-
mainder, all congregations ought to evaluate every
aspect of their proglam on its contribution to the
mission of Christ. Nothing less meets the stated re-
quirement of our Lord (Matt. 28:18-20).
CONCLUSION
Some churches did receive some benefit from
the HLA experiment. It was demonstrated that
complex interconglegational cooperation is possi-
ble. The quality of the media presentations were
technically superior. The impression that the church
was alive and active in American society was given.
Some backslidden believers r¡/ere recovered into
churches. Various weaknesses in the current and
popular "four spiritual laws" conversion model
were demonstrated.
The most obvious single benefit that I got from
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the review of the program was a renewed confi'
dence in the importance of the local church. What'
ever successes the proglam had came from the
churches. Its failure to produce church growth
brought a sharp public criticism from Dr. Win Arn,
himself a competent evangelical leader' That is a
good sign. Evangelicals must be able to engage in
self-criticism.
We urgently need hard data from neighborhood
congregations, ethnic churches, rural meetings,
house-church groups, etc., which will indicate their
degtee of success in converting nonchurched people.
It is of critical importance for us to determine who
is converting first generation Chtistians-people
whose parents are not believers, Real church growth
depends upon success at winning pagans to Christ'
lVe simply cannot trust the average evangelical
statistic on numbers of conversions. Their defini'
tion of conversion as a mystical experience makes
all their "decisions" suspect. Until data to the con'
trary is available, it must be concluded that most
churches that are growing are doing so with an
alarmingly heavy debt to additions by transfer. I
would further conclude that rapidly growing evan-
gelical congregations are being enlarged quite sub'
stantially by young people transferring from the
older traditional denominations. That fact alone is
not an error, certainly. It is deceptive growth, how-
ever. Congregations with large numbers of first-
generation believers are the nation's real growth
producing churches. Unfortunately, we have little
data to indicate which churches these are.
We need to acknowledge the courage of Bill
Bright and his group for the audacity in producing
such an effort. We must also respect Win Arn for
his courageous and forthright evaluation of the pro'
gram. We ought to take renewed confidence in the
gospel and the nieghborhood church as God's best
hope for discipling the nations. t
*See Dean M, Kelly, Why Conseruatiue Churches Are
Growing (New Yorkr Harper and Row) p.27ff.
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This book by the former rabbi of
the Judea Reform Congregation in
Durham, North Carolina, achieves ad-
mirably what it attempts. It was con-
ceived to inform ùhe average person
about Jewish faith and folkways, with-
<¡ut extraneous academic maierial. The
result is that the reader will likely be
stimulated to further study on his own.
Realizing that most Christians know
little about contemporary Judaism and
assume that the Jewish faith has re-
mained essentially static since biblical
times, Rabbi Rosenzweig bridges thc
gap beiween New Testament practice
and the interpretations of modertr
Jews. Judaism as it is known today had
its beginning when the lasl propheiic
voice was heard (during the Iìabylou-
ian captivity) and ilre role of the pro-
phet was replaced witlt tltai of the
üeacher-preacher. Since t,hen, the syna-
gogue and the home have both influ-
enced the growth of Jewish tradition.
Judaislrr's major contribuLions to
Western religion are the ideas of mono"
theism and the observance of the Sab-
bath. Christianity's rnost critical part-
ing with Judaism is in the idea of Gc¡d
taking the form of rnan. Jews also have
trouble with the idea of "original sin,"
and reject any judgrnenL of "man's in-
herent taint" in favor of a more hu-
manitarian anthropology, lìven so,
Rabbi Rosenzweig holds ihat Ohris-
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tians generally understand the Jewish
failh more readily than iis culture; so
he dwells more on customs and tradi-
tions than on theology.
The book offers helpful informa-
tion to sensitize interfaith friendships.
For example, Rosenzweig says that
one should never refer to the Jewish
Scriptures as "'Ihe Old Testameni,"
for this obviously implies ùhat it has
been superceded. Nor is it correct to
speak of a Jewish place of worship as
a "church." It is a proper couriesy to
clear a menu with a Jewish guest you
invite to dinner, to make sure ühe food
is permissible. Never ask if a new baby
i¡r a Jewish household is to be a junior,
for Jews seldom name iheir children
after a ìiving person. For funerals, Jews
object to the practice of embalming,
judging this to be an acl of violence
against the bodv.
T'here are several areas of Jervish
Iife and thought thaL are in a staie of
fh¡x. Like their Christian counterparts,
the place of women in the congrega-
tion is changing rapidly. Reform Juda-
istr readily accepts female rabbis, and
ihe llar-mitzvah "coming of age" rite
for bovs is maiched now with the Bas-
mitzvah ceremony for girls. Another
development is the heightened atten-
tion given to the l{annukkah fesiival.
(One suspects this may be in response
to the celebration of Christrnas, much
We Jews: Inuitatiott to a Dialogue, by Efraim M.
Rosenzweig (New Yorl<: Harvthorne Boohs, Inc.,
7977; 777pp., $7.95.
Reviewed by Dr. Robert Seymour, minister of the
Binkley Baptist Church in Chapel Hill, North Caro-
llna. +
the same way that early Christians
made the celebration of Chrisú's birth
to coincide r.vith a Roman holiday in
order to legilirnate theit' participationl)
A theologicat llrontier open to wide dis-
eussion is the nature of an afterlife, if
any. Most Jews remain essentially ag-
nostic about this tenet of faith.
Chrisiianity has long been fond of
speaking of Judaism as a religion of
law, and Christianity as a religion of
love. Rabbi Rosenzweig does not con-
test this generalization, but rather ex-
plains why the law is so central to Jew-
ish life. These rules gave structure
and definition to life during exile in
ancient times and in subsequent his-
tory as well. Jews are properly de.
scribed as "People of the Book," for
with the Torah they are everywhere aL
home. Some of these restrictions are
hard for the rnodern mind to appreci-
ate, such as the prohibition of mixing
meat and dairy dishes in the Jewish
ki tchen.
Contrary to popular opinion, ihere
is no such entity as "the Anrerican
Jewish community." Jews are a very
diverse group, and there is no single
organization that can presume to speak
with authority for this large religious
and cultural minority. The essential
difference, however, between tradi-
tional and non-tradiiional congrega-
tions lies in the realm of riùual and
ceremony m<¡re than in theology. And
as in the case within U"S. Christendom
today, there is a discenrible return to
the right and to traditional Judaism
even within the Reform group.
Despite the degree of his acceptance
in the surrounding culture, the Jew
iends to perceive himself as a marginal
man or even as a non-person. Centuries
of persecution and the continuing
struggle for survival no doubù accounts
for lhis. lt is inconceivable to realize
that six rnillion Jews-one ihird of
world Jewry-died in Hitler's gas charn-
bers. Surely Rabbi Rosenzweig is right
in his concluding observation: "Our
fortunes and rnisfortr,¡nes are the meas"
ures of the spiritual health or sickness
of societies and nations."
This is an easy book to reacl. It
would mal<e an excellent siudy guide
for a non-Jewish group, or would serve
as a splendid springboar:d for an inter-
faith dialogue. t
+Reprinted by permission frctm the
Chapel Hill Netuspaper.
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Again the Academy Awards have
come and gone and our favorites prob-
ably didn't make it. Thisyear the mem-
bers of the Academy had a unique op-
portunity to rectify some injustices of
the past by a selection of a highly liter-
ate, aesthetic film-Julia-which gave
insight into how people fall into moral
crises and how they call upon human
capacities to answer them.
The Academy failed. To be sure, the
selection of Annie Hall as the best film
has considerable merit. But Julia is
more than a witty description of the
human condition. It is an object lesson
in the power and worth of film to con-
vey dramatically the birth and develop-
ment of moral sensitivity. As such it
deserves our attention.
The exploration of the inner feel-
ings and character of women seems to
be the fashionable thing to do in film
today (Annie Hall, The Turníng Point,
An Unmarried Woman, etc.) But Sar-
gent and Zinnemann, through this
story about the friendship between two
women, transcend the particularities
of a few moderns in a unique social
context and move into a universal
area of discourse about the human
experience.
Julia (Vanessa Redgrave) and Lillian
(Jane Fonda) are two women who
grow up as close friends in upper class,
Americatr society between the two
world wars. The growth of the friend-
ship is captured almost PerfectlY
through the beautiful use of color
which atways seems to correspond with
the feeling or mood expressed by the
actors. The surface image and the struc-
ture of thought beneath it are held
together harmoniously. Our knowledge
that this is a recollection of a real life
situation makes the impact stronger.
Julia is the gregarious, rambunc-
tious, young woman who seems to be
a precursor of the ideal of woman to-
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day as free. Always ready lo try a new
experience, Julia is soon at odds with
her grandparents' values and dashes off
to Europe (Oxford and Vienna) to
study Marx, Freud, and other innova-
tive thinkers. Finally she settles on a
course of study in medicine. But her
student years are characterized by an
inner restlessness so typical of those
who find the old values irrelevant but
find nothing to take their place.
At this point, historical vicissitudes
intervene. Julia watches the rise of Fas-
cism in Germany and Austria. Shocked
by its brutality and tyranny of the
human spirit, she finds a cause by using
her family wealth to help the victims
of Fascist oppression. It is easy to
understand Julia's story: a life with its
mixture of action, adventure, under-
ground political opposition, and com-
passion was the necessary combination
that provided the fulfillment for which
she had long sought.
The real intellectual interest in the
movie comes in the portrayal of Lillian
and her relationship with Julia. Lillian
is the antithesis of Julia. Quiet, often
insecure, and always reluctant to ex-
plore new horizons, Lillian hardly
seems to be capable of deep moral
virtue.
A scene from the friends' youth
symbolizes Lillian's image of herself.
She and Julia are climbing through a
forest. They come to a stream. The
only way they can find to cross to the
other side is to walk upon a treacher-
ous log. Of course Julia is not afraid,
and crosses easily to the other side
without fear. But Lillian is very hesi-
tant. Eventually she goes halfway
across, loses confidence, and falls. Like
so many of us, Lillian has an almost
pathological fear of failure. She must
rely heavily upon the creativity and ad-
venturesome spirit of her friend in
order to accomplish anything.
BY ALLAN MCNICOL
Julia, screenplay by Alvin Sargent, based upon the
story by Lillian Hellman. Director, Fred Zinnemann.
Main stars: Jane Fonda, Vanessa Redgrave, and
Jason Robards.
This sense of timidity pervades the
other major relationship of the film.
that of Lillian and Dashiell Hammett,
the older writer. Hamrnett uses variotts
strategies and artifices to correct but
encourage Lillian in her career as a
writer. He needs to do this because
Lillian has not the confidence to reach
out to try something better. The es-
sence of Lillian as a hesitant creature is
significant. We have such a terrible fear
of being ordinary that we never try
anything different io go beyond being
ordinary.
Outwardly, through her writing, Lil-
lian eventûally achieves fame and suc-
cess. She enjoys this, but the old
insecurities are still there. Although the
limelight can produce and facilitate
many things, it seldom forms charac-
ter. It is only in an ordinary event that
Lillian discovers a dimension to her life
that she did noi think possible earlier.
Again Julia is the protagonist. Lillian is
invited to make a trip to Moscow as a
result of her literary fame. Through an
emissary, Lillian is persuaded to change
her itinerary and rendezvous with Julia
in Berlin. Lillian is beset with all sorts
of turmoil. Should she risk her career.
perhaps even her life, for people she
has never seen? On what grounds
should one suffer the inconvenience
and anxiety of a lonely train trip with
friends; Lillian remembers that Julia
risked. And so Lillian risks. Through
the medium of the ordinary train trip,
she discovers a moral dimension to her
life. For Lillian finds that her self is in-
extricably bound up and united with
the fortunes of others; injustices com-
mitted against fellow humans (even if
they are on another continent) are in-
justices perpetuated against the essence
of life itself. In the events of the trip,
hesitant, unheroic Lillian discovers
both a rage against evil and a pathos
for her fellow human beings that she
never thought possible.
'Ihe discovery of this love for hu-
man life, and of a rage against injustice,
is one of the fragile aspècts of life that
separates the moral human from the
animal. Julia has captured this experi-
ence admirably. It is a very significant
moral statement. It reminds us that
despite all of our past failures and am-
biguities we are not only responsible
toward the one who works with us in
our office, but the suffering and op-
pressed in Africa, the Soviet Union,
and elsewhere.
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Dear Black Sheep Brethren:
I did not realize I had let mY sub'
scription expire. When I saw "FINAL
COPY" slamped on nry latest copy, I
shook as if I had been stamped with
the mark of l,he beast (sorne do be-
lieve it is). Please accept the enclosed
Í{ì8 so that my subscription can be born
again. I do wish to be led astraY bY
your Missionformation (pun intended).
I may just be another lamb being led
to slaughter, but if so I will be follow-
ing in the path of ihe original Founder
of the original Mission.
John T. Sykes,
a Fellow Black SheeP
Sauget, Illinois
A Mission for Missíon
Enclosed is a small check which l've
been wanting to send for a long iime.
I would hate to see Mission default.
There's a mission for Mission among
Restoration churches! It's been a signi-
ficant factor in my own life and think-
ing. No telling how many people have
been encouraged to hold on to iheir
faith in God. or who have been freed
from the bondage of legalism, because
of your written ministry.
Michael Hall
Denton, Texas
We should add thaL lhe only rela-
tiottship beltueen Hall's check ancl the
fact we printed his article in lhis issueis lhat bolh the f inartcial and the
writlen conlributio¡ts were no doubL
prompted by the. sante generous Spit'it.
We do, howeuer, solicit botti sorts of
conlríbutions.-kJd.
Before Þismdssing Lindsey
While I was [n general agreement
with the sentiments of Dave Reagan in
his review of tlre movie, I'he Late GreaL
Planet llarth, I was a little alarmed at
the lack of positive comments. He for-
got ûhat lhe movie wasn't made f<¡r
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him. 'lhat is why the last words of the
movie were "Heaven and earth shall
pass away, but my words will never
pass away." I spoited more than one
person remaining in his chair thoughi-
fully as I left the theater.
As for the aiomic bombs, the most
definite image of the atomic bomb is
in Revelation 18:21, where an angel
heaves a huge boulder into the sea and
says, "With such violence the great
city of Babylon will be thrown down,
never to be found again." This is not in
reference to Jerusalem, as Lindsey sug-
gested in the movie. If Jerusalem is still
a chosen place, it is hard to imagine its
being hit by a bomb just before or as
the Lord returns.
However, two whole chapters in
Revelation are devoted to describing
the earthbound judgment of Babylon.
For us Christians who live in a country
whose very foundations were rebellion
against authority, really; and which
also happens to fit Revelation's descrip-
tion of Babylon to the letter, a serious
search of the Scriptures to ascertain
"whetller these things are so" is in
order.
It is worth noting that this country
was the firsù to espouse the atomic
bomb in a way that no other has, and
that early in chapter 18 the book says,
"Her sins are piled up to heaven, and
God has remembered her crimes. Give
back to her as she has given; pay her
back double for what she has done."
Is a word to the wise sufficient?
John Mc0ook
Edmond, Oklahoma
Better; Then You Blew lt
Due to its obvious thrust to lead
Churches of Christ away from truth
(Jn. 17:17), I find little in Mission to
enjoy. I read it for other purposes. An
exception was the editor's article, "The
Risk of Abandoning Pattern Author"
ity" (May, 1978). But then, afier pre-
senting sorne compelling reasons for
retaining "pattern authority," Brother
Durham blows it all in his next.to-last
paragraph.
Note Hebrews 8:1-5, After exten-
sive argumentation demonstrating the
superiority of Christ's high priesùhood
over Moses', Paul shows that the law
over which Christ officiates is superior
to the law of Moses. In verse 5 he in-
terrupts his argument to make a point:
"For see, saith he, that thor-r rnake all
things according to the pattern showed
io thee in the mount" (quoting from
Exodus 25 40).
So if the priesthood of Christ made
the law of Christ higher than ihe law
of Moses, and, under the latter, Moses
had to build all things exacily accord.
ing to that pattern, and we enjoy
greater blessings under this greater law,
and Paul uses this reference to show us
the precision we also need, I anr forced
to one of two conclusions:
(a) If Brother Durham is right, ii
was all a waste of tirne. Moses could
have varied his building as his human
wisdom saw fit. And Paul's poini in
Hebrews 8:5 is a matter to be accepted
or rejected, as our human wisdom
dictaües. Or,(b) Such matters as maintaining
"uniformity on the question of how
t,he Spirit works, or to solve l,he myriad
other issues many people feel are at
stake. principles that will keep the
piano out" and all other things which
divide us congregationally ore solved
by patterrr authority-i/ we accept itl
If Paul is right (see 2 Tim. 3:16-17; 1
Cor.2:9-13), those who reject "paütern
authority" reject God hirnself. In view
of this, can arìyone go to heaven after
this life is over, who "hath not God"
(2 John 9)?
I choose the second alternative.
Wallace H. Little
1.'t. Smith, Arkansas
My Struggles, Too
I was moved beyond words by that
beautiful article, "I'm Going to Cry
Once More" (May issue) because it so
deeply expressed my owrl feelings and
struggles. My thanks to the writer for
sharing her faith with us. The article so
well expresses what the church is and
should be: a suffering and confessing
Body.
John Arceneaux
Wichita Falls, Texas
JULY,1978
He has been called "the Russian Moses," and
Alexander Solzhenitsyn lived up to his prophetic
title at his Harvard commencement speech. First
he reeled off the commandments, then he hurled
the tablets at us.
Americans, he charged, are suffering a decline
of moral courage. We settle for mediocrity instead
of the finer things of the spirit, allowing our
senses to be dulled by "intolerable music" and
"TV stupor." We are mere consumers, having sold
our national soul for a mess of material pottage.
Our flabbiness of heart has paralyzed our ability
"to defend Iourselves] against the corrosion
of evil." And the root of it all is our rejection of
the spiritual and the godly in favor of rationalistic
humanism.
The lyrics of this song ring true, but the tune
is somehow off-key. It is right at the same points
as fire-and-brimstone radio evangelists, but wrong
for strangely similar reasons.
Solzhenitsyn's doom-saying must be under-
stood not only in the framework of his travail witb
Russian Communism. It is also informed by the
Orthodox Church's sharp distinction betwen the
sacred and the profane. Othodoxy's mysticism
has enshrouded the church in the folds of clerical
robes. The "secular" world looks dim and sinister
through the smoke of Eastern incense.
It is not always blameworthy that the West has
viewed the world less warily. At bottom, the bib'
lical claim is that there is ultimately no difference
between the secular and the sacred. While we are
to guard against "the world" (admittedly, against
that sort which now invades us), even that do'
main ultimately belongs to the Lord of both the
world and the church. It was the Protestant
West, also, which has emphasized the biblical,
but "secular," idea of tl"re priesthood of all
believers.
Of course v/e are now paying for the inevitable
excesses in all this. In a similar sense, our fierce
protection of the freedom of speech and the
right to be wrong carries within it the seeds of
our own destruction. But in speaking out boldly
for the right, Solzhenitsyn almost seems to say
that we should not suffer the wrong to have its
say. He appears to damn his country's totali-
tarianism while appealing to our country to grant
status to the right sorl of totalitarianism.
The risk of claiming the world-all of it-in the
name of Christ is that the world will assert its
own autonomy and resist that claim. The risk of
freedom of speech is that the wrong will win
a greater hearing than the right. The risk of free-
dom of religion is that some will want to be free
from rclig¡on.
What we do not hear from Solzhenitsyn is that
these are risks whose roots are not in Russia or
the U.S., but in Eden. The easily-abused right to
be wrong lies in the creation, not in the fall. It is
inherent in beings of will and of freedom.
So God give us prophets like this stern and un-
compromising Russian Moses. Let them rebuke
us for our materialism, our moral flabbiness, our
lack of true grit. But let them not make the laws of
the land force conformity in the name of purity.
Help them to remember that when we read human
history in the light of creation, freedom-not just
moral cleanliness-is next to godliness.
_RD
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